Receipt or Acquisition Status Codes for Holdings
Created at Point of Order

Excerpt from:

MARC 21 Concise Holdings: Control Fields (001-008)

008 - FIXED-LENGTH DATA ELEMENTS (NR)

Thirty-two character positions (00-31) that contain data elements that provide coded information about the record. Each defined character position must contain either a defined code or a fill character ( | ). The fill character is used when no attempt is made to supply a defined code for a specific character position. When holdings information is embedded in a MARC bibliographic record, this information may be contained in field 841 $b (Holdings Coded Data Values, Fixed-length data elements).

Character positions

- **06 – RECEIPT OR ACQUISITIONS STATUS**
  Indicates whether newly published parts of a multipart or serial item are being received.
  - 0 - Unknown
  - 1 - Other receipt or acquisition status
  - 2 - Received and complete or ceased
    All parts of a multipart or serial item have been published or that the publication is no longer issued. This code is also used with single-part items.
  - 3 - On order
    Indicates that an order has been placed for the current and/or continuing parts of an item, but that nothing has been received. This definition excludes parts received under retrospective acquisition efforts. This code is also used with single-part items.
• 4 - Currently received
Parts of a serial item or updates to a multipart item are routinely received.

• 5 - Not currently received
The holding organization has holdings of the multipart or serial item but is neither receiving nor intending to acquire it on a current basis. Updates are no longer received for multipart or other items